
Index

absolute income consumption function, 101
Engel curve, 102

absolute income hypothesis, 101–103
consumption function, 103

example, 102
income elasticity of current

consumption, 103
adult services production process

for children raising, 242
representation, 243

AFDC. See Aid to Families with
Dependent Children

age
average retirement age of American

men, 125
childbearing determinant, 253
divorce correlation, 294

age-earnings profiles, 209
cohort effects, 209
differences, 209

male and female, 209
formal education and experience, 209

Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC), 300. See also Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families
(TANF)

alcohol use, 221
all other goods. See composite goods
alterable attributes, 213

manipulating, 213
American consumption patterns, 35
American fertility time series study,

254

American married women
labor market supply curve, 157

American Time Use Survey 2003, 126
A Theory of the Consumption Function, 104

Backward Art of Spending Money, 2
bargaining model, 27, 264

Becker’s marriage model, 264
Becker’s marriage perspective, 263–278

decision to marry, 276–278
implications, 278–289
males to females ratio, 278

behavior
definition, 1
of households, 6

behavioral assumption or hypothesis, 24
bequest motive

life-cycle income hypothesis, 112
bequests, 95
birth(s), 237. See also out-of-wedlock births

marriage, 299–304
teenage pregnancy and, 237
timing and spacing, 240

birth planning
total budget constraint expression, 243

birthrate effect
female wage rates, 247

birthrates, 236, 237
Black teenage, 300
vs. unemployment rate, 302
United States, 236

Black birthrate, 236
Black nonmarital fertility, 300

319
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Black teenage out-of-wedlock birthrates,
300

block rate pricing, 65
consumers rewards, 66
criticism, 66

borrowing, 88
borrowing motives

consumption time path, 94
hedging against uncertainty, 95
rearranging income stream, 94
resource transfer time periods, 94
time preference, 94, 95

budget constraints, 8–14
for children, 243
definition, 9
EITC, 177
equation, 9, 24
federal income tax incorporation, 248
fertility model, 251
formula, 79
geometric representation, 10
intertemporal, 89
maximizing satisfaction, 32

budget line, 11
definition, 11
household representation, 37
intertemporal, 92
line slope representation, 11, 13
properties, 11
slope, 12

capital, 198–231. See also human capital
concept, 199
education return rate, 202–204
experience, 207–212
formal education demand curve, 204–207
formal schooling

monetary payoff, 202
formation

household activities relationship,
229–231

wage rate differences, 215
general and specific, 229

with respect to labor market, 201–214
with respect to household production,

203, 228
with respect to marriage, 229, 230, 231,

298
health education and intellectual

development interaction, 223
job training and experience, 200

signaling: alternative explanation,
212–214

capital investment activities
age and physical health relationship,

215
age determinants, 214
altered expectations, 228
child expectations and sex typing,

226–229
children, 223–231

future expectations, 226
household type, 228

depreciation and obsolescence, 215, 219,
220

different forms, 200
equilibrium conditions, 18–21, 206, 214,

218, 219, 226
formal schooling, 200
future investment example, 215
health, 215–223
health maintenance, 200
household models

multi-period vs. one-period, 231
income and children demand

relationship, 252
labor market activities vs. leisure

activities, 226
labor market-specific marginal benefits,

227
marginal benefits, 214
marginal-benefits-equal-to-marginal-

costs conditions, 18–21, 206, 214,
218, 219, 226. See also equilibrium
conditions

pay off, 214
returns

household type, 229
sex typing, 227

cash-transfer programs
low income families, 173

castaway household
equilibrium, 134
example, 135
model, 135

Catholic faith
women delay marriage, 289

children
and adult services demand, 251
bearing and raising process, 242
costly, 239
cost of raising, 224
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day care costs
price inelasticity, 247

day care deductions, 249
additional child probability, 250

deduction influences
real price, 249

desired vs. unanticipated, 297
durable goods comparison, 239
health vs. intellectual development, 223
investment

fertility model, 223
goods purchased, 223, 224
income comparison, 253
parental consumption and investment,

225
parental time invested, 224
services consumed, 223, 224

and parental service production
technical properties, 245

price components, 261
probabilistic, 239
real or after-tax price

expression, 249
requirement, 241
services

couple satisfaction, 250
hypothesis, 251
income elasticity, 251, 252

support enforcement
policies and legislation, 301

time cost
educated women, 254
mother vs. father, 241

time intensity, 245
timing of, 298
ways of satisfaction, 238

cigarette smoking, 221
college education growth rate

factors, 211
commodities

individual production and consumption,
275

complements, 84
definition, 73

composite goods, 9, 37
family income increase, 39
Hicks’ Composite Good Theorem, 37,

80
marginal utility vs. price

ratio, 28
market goods, home goods, 128

consumer. See also household
behavior
consumption and saving

income time pattern, 107
interest rate rises, 115

consumption behavior
income patterns correlations, 111
total resource equality, 109

demand
analysis, 34–79
income effects, 37–46

equilibrium, 24–30
permanent income savings percentage,

108
preference patterns

characteristics, 79
preferences

knowledge, 23
theory, 5

consumption
budget constraint, 269
consumer preferences, 93
definition, 87
demographic composition, 112
equilibrium, 147
expenditures process, 188
income relationship, 100, 111
joint budget constraint, 269
marginal rate of substitution, 93
market exchange rate, 199
transitory vs. permanent, 109

consumption and saving, 85–121
behavior

interest rate increase effects, 115
data, 86
examples, 87
future income expectation effects, 99
household maximized satisfaction, 89
household model, 88–98
income effect, 100
inflation rates changing, 119
patterns

permanent and transitory income
influence, 106

and time
intertemporal substitution, 189

consumption function, 100, 102
absolute income consumption function,

101
permanent income consumption

function, 105
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consumption goods
changing prices over time, 116–120. See

also inflation
consumption patterns

income streams, 94
vs. income variance, 104
timing, 94

consumption substitution effect, 154
husband wage rate increase, 162
and wage rate change, 154

geometrically illustrated, 154
contraception costs, 256
contraception studies

single women focus, 257
contraceptive knowledge

subsidy correlation, 257
technique, 256

contraceptive use
teens and young women, 257

corner solutions, 28, 29, 33, 67
couple birth planning

total budget constraint expression, 243
couple’s budget constraint

for children raising, 242
marginal condition expression, 252
relative price dependence, 253
socioeconomic characteristics, 245
wage rate increase, 245

couple’s children demand
family income effect relationship, 246
federal income tax incorporation

budget constraint equation, 248
female wage rates

empirical evidence, 247
price effect expression, 248

couple’s income
for children raising

equilibrium condition, 244
expression, 243

couple’s preferences
budget line, 244
for children

expression, 244
preference shifters, 244
utility function representation, 244

couple’s utility function for children and
parental services

expression, 242
cross-price effect, 46

composite good price decline, 71
on demand, 71

demand results, 70–73
household demand curve, 51–57
net substitutes and net complements,

84
substitutes and complements, 72, 73

cross-price elasticity
definition, 74
demand theory example, 57–79
estimates, 74
Slutsky equation, 83

cross-wage-rate effects, 161–164
husband wage rate increase, 161
wife’s wage rate increase, 162

decision making, 85
deflation, 14
demand

definition, 40
demand curve. See also specific type

for goods
definition, 51

representation, 206
demand diagram

analysis, 72
demand theory

examples, 57–79
block rate pricing, 64–67
cash vs. in kind transfers, 60–62
cross-price effect, 70–73
cross-price elasticities, 73–74
preference effects, 75; household

size and composition effects, 75–
79

purchase vs. nonpurchase behavior,
67–70

quantity discounts, 57–60
two-part prices, 63–64

diminishing marginal productivity
principle, 133, 204

tiredness and congestion, 134
diploma effect hypothesis

education measurement, 212
evidence, 214

diploma signal hypothesis, 212, 213
aspects, 214

disease
female-specific vs. male-specific,

283
disequilibrium, 30
dissaving

definition, 88
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division of labor
specialization of function, 159–161

wife’s wage rate increase, 164
divorce

costs, 263
decision model, 263
economic framework, 263
economics, 262–304
economic theory relevance, 262
expected net gains, 291, 293
factors affecting, 264
pattern shifts, 262
probability, 293

number of children, 298
divorce model, 290–299

explanation, 290
and human capital, 297
marriage-specific human capital, 296–299
positive and negative assortative mating,

295–296
and search costs, 290

drinking, 221
durables

consumer purchases
inflation rates correlation, 120
saving acts, 120

definition, 35
demand, 45
examples, 35
expenditures, 35
U.S. government classifications, 87

Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), 173
credit reduction rate

single-mother labor market, 176
eligibility, 173, 179
household budget constraint, 175
household’s budget line, 175
household size and earnings, 174
income ranges, 174
single-mother’s working hours, 178
single parents, 175

indifference curve, 175
ineligible, 178

time allocation model, 178
earning power

age increase, 188
economic behavior, 86
economic bads, 15
economic goods, 15
Economics of Household Production, 1

economic theory
consumer, 2

education
child good, 248
demand curve

by pupil, 206
by student, 206
by wealth maximizer, 205

indirect fertility effects, 253
social norms, 273

educational rate of return
declining factors, 203
evidence, 211
interest rate, 203
investment

definition, 202
marginal cost

return rate, 204
marginal cost formula, 202

education opportunity increase, 203
time variations, 211

education and experience
return rate estimated analysts, 210

education investment
determinants, 214
marginal benefit reduction, 206
one-period lifetime model

utility function, 232
EITC. See Earned Income Tax Credit
electricity rates, 64–67
Engel curves, 40

definition, 40
deriving, 41
income and consumption relationship,

100
income elasticity of demand, 43

equilibrium, 28
experience

human capital forms, 207

family. See also household
composition
children aging effect, 169
economics, 2

home management, 1
formation

benefit, 270, 272
specialization benefits relationship,

273
income

women’s education correlation, 254
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family (cont.)
income increase

vs. children expenditures, 250
income maximization

expression, 276
purchase patterns

income increase effect, 37
size, 240

completed purchased childcare study,
247

expected and intended differences, 256
vs. household preferences, 168
household time use, 166
hypothesized explanations, 245, 256
increase via childbirth, 168
purchased child care study, 247

female contraceptive use
wage rate correlation, 258

female full-time workers
mean annual earnings, 210

female market wage
increase effect, 287

female wage rates
birthrate effect, 247
family income correlation, 253
influence adult services and children

prices, 248
male arguments, 288

fertility
behavior

economic understanding, 238
explanation, 239
variations, 238

children price studies, 248
contraceptive cost correlations, 257
economics, 236–259

replacement rate, 237
education effects, 253
family income relationship, 237, 250
female education and wage rates

correlation, 254
female education effects

direct and indirect, 254
income correlation, 250

variables, 250
indirect education effects, 254
own-price effect relationship, 249
preference influencing factors, 253

religion influences, 255; cross-section
study, 255

tax policy effects, 248

trend determinants
female wage rates, 245

women’s education level relationship,
237

fertility model, 240–259
budget constraint expression, 251
contraceptive knowledge, use, and cost,

256–258
effects of changes

in price of children, 248–250
home production processes, 251
income effects, 250–253
preference shifters effect, 253–256
wage rate changes, 245–247

financial investment
market return rate, 205
savings, 203

fixed-rate bonds, 114
food and all other goods

sociocultural constraints, 24
technical constraints, 24

food and composite goods
combination, 14, 25, 26
drop in prices, 13
equation, 10
equilibrium combination, 32
exchange rate, 12, 26–27
good buy, 27
household satisfaction, 25
satisfaction-maximizing combination, 25
utility function, 15

Food Stamp Program, 60, 137
budget constraint, 61
example, 60–62

forgone costs of marriage and divorce, 263
formal education and experience

marginal cost condition, 214
timing, 214–215

formal education demand curve. See also
educational demand curve

educational rate of return, 204
Friedman, Milton, 104
Friedman’s permanent income hypothesis,

106, 110
saving percentage

rich vs. poor, 110
full income

all household resources, 138
future-oriented consumer

definition, 95
future-oriented household, 94, 96, 122
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gains from marriage, 267–276
general experience

examples, 207
human capital, 207
wage rates, 208

goods
equilibrium combinations, 34

goods and services
classification, 35

goods-intensive, 168
and child-rearing process, 169

Great Depression, 88

health
income effect, 222
inferior good, 222
and intellectual development,

223
health capital

analyzing, 216
cost decisions, 217
vs. education capital, 216
vs. human capital, 216
multi-period life-cycle model, 216
production function, 233
promoting longer life, 216

health capital investment
change

marginal cost, 219
consumption attribute, 218
demand

empirical studies, 221
expression, 221
link with education capital, 222
medical care, 220, 221; wage rate

effect, 220, 221; time intensive
production, 221

effects, 218
empirical work, 220
marginal cost expression, 218
maximize satisfaction, 218
motives, 220

consumption, 218
investment, 218

multi-period health model, 219
one-period health model, 217, 219
rental price or user cost, 219
resource augmenting attribute, 218
unhealthy behavior, 221

health model
time constraint, 217

utility function expression, 217
production function

marginal resource cost, 219
heterogamous couples

marital stability, 255
Hicksian homogeneity, 259
hill of satisfaction, 18
home goods, 128, 129
homemade goods

purchased goods substitutes, 163
home production

demand function, 306
household. See also family

algebraic model, 24
definition, 3
geometric elements, 24
input quantities, 132

household activities
categories, 163
output

single household, 265
satisfaction-maximization, 188
time allocation model, 170

household consumption
patterns

determinants, 79
and saving behavior

determinants, 121
and saving model

intertemporal budget constraint,
89–92

intertemporal satisfaction
maximization, 97–98

time preference map, 92–95
total resource, 98

household decisions
income size and timing, 127

household demand
child arrival effects, 77
derivation, 52

household demand curve, 51–57
convex indifference curve, 54
cross-price effects, 70–73
income effect of price change

definition, 53
income effects, 52–53

geometry, 53–57
substitution effect relationship, 54
substitution effects, 52–53

definition, 53
geometry, 53–57
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household economic organization
activities, 4–5

categories, 4
behavior, 3–7
decision making, 4
goals, 3–4
resource constraints, 5
understanding, 199

household equilibrium, 8–31
definition, 27
model, 34
positions, 145

household expenditures consumption
by age and sex, 186

household health production function, 218
household housework time allocation, 152
household income

change, 38
and production substitution effects

on household time allocation, 165
sources, 147

household indifference curves
children, 76

household labor
marginal product representation, 143
productivity, 132
work

marginal product expression, 140
household life cycles

consumption stream, 105
household market purchased goods

nonlabor income, 150
household market work model, 139
household model

restrictions, 88
household nonlabor income

increases, 148
utility functions, 195

household output activities
individual’s utility, 266

household preference map, 17, 139,
144

alterations
marginal rates of substitution, 78

child arrival, 77
goods and time, 130
time, 93

household preferences, 14, 16
affecting demand, 75
algebraic expression, 15
algebraic version, 31

alteration factors, 76
altered, 78
child arrival causing alteration

marginal rate of substitution, 78
market prices and household income,

78
size and composition effects, 78

indifference curves, 22–23
properties, 15

household production. See also household
production function

activities
human capital activities, 228
individual utility function, 267
single people, 229

couple activities, 265
equilibrium

Lagrangean expression, 197
marginal leisure substitution rate, 196
with no household production, 137

hours worked, 140
joint production and economies of size,

167, 168
labor and purchased goods, 146
leisure

marginal substitution rate, 185
output, 160

male and female equality, 160
spousal marginal technical substitution

rate, 195
total hours worked

marginal product, 141
household production function, 130, 133,

143, 192, 194, 196, 218, 224, 242, 259,
265

budget line, 143
diminishing marginal productivity

principle, 133
expression, 140
Lagrangean expression, 193
representation, 132
time constraint, 130

household public goods
marriage benefit, 268
marriage gains, 270
sharing, 268
specialization function, 270

household purchase pattern, 46
household real income

and wage rate change, 155
household reservation prices, 33
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household satisfaction maximization
consumption and net saving

combination, 97
household satisfaction model

household production function, 194
Lagrangean expression, 194
utility function, 194

household saving behavior
analysis, 199

household saving plan
forms, 200

household size
change effects, 167
and composition effects, 75–79

electricity demand example, 78
vs. household productivity, 167
increase

via childbirth, 168
household spousal time allocation, 147
household time allocation, 139

budget restraint expression, 171
equilibrium model

satisfaction-maximizing behavior,
144

income tax analysis
public policies, 170–173

income tax effects, 172
income tax total effect, 172
life cycle model, 127, 191
major economic determinant, 127
model, 147

behavior analysis, 163
public policies, 170–179
size and composition relationship, 166

parental and children time, 166
substitution incentives, 171
time constraint, 130
welfare programs, 173–179

household time consumption
market rate exchange, 188

household time supply
labor market analysis, 139

household total budget line
household production function, 144

household total goods
and division of labor, 159

household total resources, 89
expected future income increase, 99
measured, 105

household work
allocation

nonlabor income effect, 151
wage rate effect, 152

behavior
income effects, 147
nonlabor income relationship, 150
satisfaction maximization equilibrium,

149
unearned income, 149

and division of labor, 160
equality

production function, 196
household production function, 185
husband and wife, 159

substitutes, 159
vs. market work

wife’s comparative advantage, 159
market work relationship, 142
no work, 138
specialization

and wage rate changes, 161
substitution

for market work, 154
time

married men and wage relationship,
158

household work-leisure model, 128–147
budget constraint expression, 137
components, 128
equilibrium, 144
household production function, 130,

131–136
labor market employment, 136
market work budget constraint, 137–140
time constraint, 129–131
total household budget line, 140–147, 152
total income equation, 138
utility function, 128–129

indifference curve, 129
work hours preference, 183

housework
and family care activities

female vs. male, 126
labor market implications, 229
time allocation, 152
women wage rate, 229

housework time allocation, 152
human capital, 198–231. See also human

capital investment
concepts, 199, 229
depreciation and obsolescence, 215
family experience, 230
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human capital (cont.)
formal schooling

monetary payoff concerns, 202
health and education, 223
household saving plan

return rate influence, 203
on job training and experience, 200
marriage, 230
marriage specific, 297
removal from family, 230
saving, 199–201
time passage correlation and earnings,

208
human capital and labor market, 201–214

educational rate of return, 202–204
experience, 207–212
formal education demand curve, 204–207
signaling, 212–214

human capital formation
activities

wage rate differences, 215
explicit household activities, 229
household activities relationship,

229–231
household type, 229–231
implicit household activities, 229
postponement, 215

cost, 215
human capital investment

age and physical health, 215
age determinants, 214
altered expectations, 228
child expectations and sex typing,

226–229
and child investment, 224
children, 223–231

housework, 228
decisions

children, 226
future expectations, 226

equilibrium condition, 226
example, 215
formal schooling, 200
health, 215–223
health maintenance, 200
household models

multi-period versus one-period, 231
household savings form, 201
income and children demand

relationship, 252
labor market activities vs. leisure

activities, 226

labor market-specific marginal benefits,
227

marginal benefits, 214
marginal-benefits-equal-to-marginal

costs conditions, 226
options, 201
parental time invested in child, 224
pay off, 214
returns

household type, 229
savings, 203
sex typing, 227
total wealth increase, 201
types, 200, 201

human capital model
predictions, 208

human resources
types, 5

illicit drug use, 221
income

consumption and saving, 88
consumption and saving relationship, 100
consumption changes relationship, 101
expected future increase effect, 98
increasing, 39
social class, 38

income change
algebraic example, 14

income consumption
Friedman’s postulates, 109
permanent or life-cycle hypothesis, 109

income effects
analysis, 34
consumption and saving, 118
derivation, 80
inflation rate increases, 117
net borrower, 118
preferences and market prices, 38

income elasticity
approximation formula, 43
definition, 42
examples, 44–45
formula, 42
goods, 44
interpreting, 44–45
point and arc, 42
uses, 45

income life-cycle pattern, 94
income quintile

expenditure patterns, 35
expenditures, 35
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income size, 13
income stream

evening out, 94
income tax

childcare deductions 250
couple’s children demand

budget constraint equation, 248
exemptions, 249
household time allocation, 172

public policies, 170–173
married couple effects, 288
rates

time allocation, 172
welfare program effects, 179

indifference curve, 17–24, 40
composite goods, 76
definition, 17
household representation, 37
interior solutions, 67
intersecting, 18
options influencing consumer behavior,

68
perfect complements, 23
perfect substitutes, 22
purchase versus nonpurchase behavior,

68
representation, 23
shapes and locations, 18, 23
slope, 18, 20, 29
substitution effect, 56

indifference dishes, 129
individual. See also household

families and households, 3
reservation price of marriage, 278
time allocation

labor market or home production, 275
industrial revolution

work-market and household
technical changes influence, 273

infanticide
Roman practice, 239

inferior goods
budget lines and indifference curves, 39
definition, 40
example, 40
health, 222

infertility
adoption, 298

inflation, 14
household expectations, 116

inflation expectations
measurement, 119

inflation rate
expecting increases effects, 118
saving rates correlation, 120

in-kind transfers
program examples, 60

intended family size
hypothesis, 256

intercourse, 257–258
protected, 260–261
unprotected, 257, 260–261

interest rate
change

borrowers pattern, 114
income effect, 113–116
substitution effect, 113

consumption-saving relation, 113
educational rate of return, 203
effects, 113

saving and consumption, 116
elasticity of saving, 116
rises

borrowers effect, 115
substitution and income effects, 114

interior solutions, 28
indifference curve diagrams, 67

internal rate of return, 202
intertemporal budget constraint

budget line, 91
consumer inflationary expectations,

117
expression, 122
saving and borrowing regions, 92

intertemporal household model
components, 89

intertemporal household satisfaction
maximization

household resource constraint, 97
intertemporally additive utility function,

122
intertemporal utility function, 97
intertemporal utility maximization

Lagrangean expression, 122
inverted block rate pricing structure

example, 66
investment

education vs. financial tradeoff, 231
and saving decision

children, 239
types, 203

involuntary unemployment
behavior, 185
time allocation, 184
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job market equilibrium, 213

Keynes, John Maynard, 101, 103
Keynes’ absolute income hypothesis, 101,

110
consumption and saving decisions, 104

Keynesian absolute income consumption
function

alternative hypotheses, 103
consumption function patterns, 103
fundamental psychological law, 101
saving/income ratio prediction, 103

Keynesian macroeconomics, 2
kinked budget lines, 30

labor force
married females, 2

labor market
discrimination

women, 273
experience

female age correlation, 210
female wage rates

married women relationship, 287
male wage rates

married women relationship, 287
labor market productivity

additional schooling, 202
labor market wage rate

vs. leisure time price, 152
labor supply

wage rate elasticity, 157
labor supply demand

education and experience level
reflections, 211

Lagrangean expression, 80, 122
contraceptive use model, 260
corner solution, 33
economies of scale model, 305
educational model, 232
fertility model, 260
health education model, 234
household production model, 193
intertemporal utility maximization, 122
maximizing satisfaction conditions,

234
peasant agricultural model, 193
preference function, 259
public goods model, 305
two-person household production

model, 194, 196

legal and socio-cultural constraints
household economic organization, 6

leisure, 125–191
activities

categories, 163
added, 150
budget line, 140–147, 152
cross-wage-rate effects, 161–164
division of labor, 159–161
economists definition, 158
goods

increase demand for, 168
household time allocation

public policies, 170–179
income-elastic good, 152
preference effects, 165–170
price, 139
technical change effects, 164–165
time demand

increase, 148
total own-wage-rate effect, 156

lending, 86
Leontief production function, 259
life-cycle consumption

consumer expenditures, 190
life-cycle income hypothesis, 103–112

factors, 111, 112
intertemporal satisfaction maximization,

104
saving and borrowing, 105

Linear Expenditure System, 31
liquidity-constrained consumption, 112

male full-time workers
mean earnings averages, 209

male labor supply
backward bending, 156
and workweek, 125

male market wage
increase effect, 286

male mates
demand

number of females effect, 283
female wages relationship, 287

supply and demand, 280
male uncompensated wage elasticities

differences, 156
marginal federal income tax

married couple effects, 288
marginal labor product

definition, 133
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marginal propensity to consume (MPC),
101

out of permanent income, 109
marginal propensity to save

out of permanent income, 109
out of transitory income, 110

marginal rate of substitution
declining, 21, 23
exchange rate, 26
indifference curve slope, 93

marginal rate of time preference
indifference curve, 98

marginal substitution rate
children for parental services price ratio,

244
marginal utility

of composite goods
definition, 28

food, 28
of food and composite goods, 32
of leisure, goods and labor product, 145

market rate of exchange
goods and leisure, 139

market goods, 128, 129
marketplace

food, goods, and services, 8
market price, 9
market productivity

annual earnings, 208
market work behavior

age consumption, 186
marriage

benefit
comparative advantage, 270
work-market and household, 271

consumption traits
similar, 296
unlike, 296

cooperatively bargain, 264
costs, 263

forgone, 263, 289
transactions, 263

decision model, 263
economics, 262–304

framework, 263
gains, 268
theory relevance, 262

education hypothesis, 293
equal education partners, 292
factors affecting, 264
forecasts, 290

gains influencing uncertainty, 296–299
household output activities, 266
implicit spousal contractual agreement,

290
individual gain, 265
marital and single output equality,

268
marital gains maximization, 296
marital share increases, 290
market

equilibrium, 282
females exceeding males, 283
males exceeding females, 282
wage rate changes investigation, 285

market productivity
spousal differences, 295

mate search costs, 290
net gains, 292

distribution, 292, 293
number of children, 298
out-of-wedlock births, 299–304
pattern shifts, 262
probabilities

wage rate relationship, 288
rates

Black female decrease, 285
widening racial gap, 285

religious faith influence, 289
satisfaction maximization principle,

265
search costs

net gains, 294
tax

income effect, 288
penalty, 288

timing of children, 298
wife time allocation

effect of children, 169
marriage model, 263–289

economic conditions, 277
females’ demand curve

male mates, 280
gains from marriage, 267–276
male and female ratios, 278
male mates supply

equilibrium, 282
male single output, 279
marital share, 281
marriage costs, 289
marriage decision, 276–278
satisfaction maximization, 277
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marriage model (cont.)
supply and demand curves

male mates, 282
mates, 278

supply curve
female mates, 280
male mates, 279

wage rates changes, 285–288
increase, 286
specialization function benefits, 285

marriage-specific human capital, 296–299
and children, 297, 298
divorce settlements, 231
investment, 298

and divorce, 299
yield return, 230

medical care
income effect, 222

Mitchell, Wesley Clair, 2
mixed-denomination couples

divorce rates, 255
spouse-specific human capital, 255

Modigliani, Franco, 104
Modigliani’s life-cycle income hypothesis,

106
money markets

characterizations, 114
mortality rate

women vs. men, 278
MPC. See marginal propensity to consume
multiple person household formation

reasons, 274
Murray’s welfare benefits argument, 302

National Center for Education Statistics,
228

National Survey Family Growth, 289
negative assortative mating, 295–296

male vs. female wage, 295
production traits, 295

negative saving
borrowing equivalent, 92

negative transitory income, 111
neoclassical economic theory

marginal product of employee’s labor,
207

net assets, 88
net worth, 88
neutral time preference, 96, 122

definition, 95
household, 94

new home economics, 1
nonconvex indifference curves, 21
nondurables

definition, 35
examples, 35
expenditures, 35

nonlabor income, 137
effect on time use hypothesis, 151
increases

male and female, 151
market work behavior, 151
married and single, 151
shifts, 149

nonmarital births, 237
Black mothers, 237
teenage mothers, 237
White mothers, 237

non-White birthrate, 236
normal goods

definition, 39

observable attributes, 212
opportunity cost of time

definition, 182
equilibrium, 182

out-of-wedlock births, 237
Black population rates, 301
Black teenage, 300
cross-sectional study, 302
demographics, 299
economic hypothesis, 300
father responsibility, 301
female contraception and abortion

access, 303
hypothesis, 240, 304
marriage, 299–304
rates, 300
shotgun weddings, 303
teenage mothers, 299

own-price effect, 47, 55
algebraic expression, 55
decomposing, 54
equation

derivation, 81
examples, 49–50
income effect relationship, 57

Proposition 1, 55
Proposition 2, 56
Proposition 3, 57

price change decomposition effects,
52
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own-price elastic goods, 49
own-price elasticity demand

algebraic formula, 48
computing formulas, 49
definition, 47
demand curve estimation, 51

own-price inelastic goods, 48
own-substitution effect

equation, 55, 82
own-wage-rate change

effects, 153
own-wage-rate effect

time use, 153

parental leisure
family size effects, 168

parental time use
children’s age effects, 170

Pareto efficient, 269
pay-as-you-play budget line, 63
peasant household case, 136
peasant household model

diminishing marginal productivity
principle, 192

equilibrium conditions, 192
permanent and transitory consumption

distinction, 109
permanent and transitory saving, 108
permanent income

consumption function
current income relationship, 106
definition, 109
Friedman’s definition, 106
Friedman’s hypothesis, 111
hypothesis, 103–112

intertemporal satisfaction
maximization, 104

saving and borrowing, 105
saving/income ratio, 111

transitory income relationship, 107
physical investment

savings, 203
point cross-price elasticity

algebraic formula, 74
point of tangency, 26
positive assortative mating, 295–296

consumption activities, 295
post-marriage human capital, 299
post-secondary education

price inelasticity, 247
precautionary saving, 95

preference differences
socio-demographics characteristics,

166
preferences, 14–18. See also specific type

consistent, 15
stable, 38

preference shifters
categories, 165
definition, 253
effects on fertility, 253–256
household size and composition, 75
influencing household demand, 75
vector of Z, 53–256

preferential exchange rate, 19
present-oriented consumer, 122

definition, 95
present-oriented household, 93, 96
price effects, 46–51

own-price effect, 46–47
definition, 47

own-price elasticity of demand, 47–49
definition, 47

price elasticity uses, 50–51
price elasticities

categories, 48
revenue determination, 50
sales tax policies impact, 50

price inelastic goods, 48
price reductions

different forms, 69
disadvantages, 69

price reduction strategies, 69
private good consumption and marriage

budget constraint, 269
joint budget constraint, 269
utility function, 269

production possibility curves
household or individual, 272

production possibility frontiers
married and single, 271

production substitution effect, 154
and wage rate change, 154

public good and marriage
budget constraint, 269
definition, 268
joint budget constraint, 269
utility function, 269

purchase patterns alternatives, 71

quantity discounts, 58
discount product demand, 59
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racquetball club
membership fees and court rent, 63–64

real income
increase and decline relationship, 55
reduction

consumer consumption correlation,
119

real wage rate, 275
refundable tax credit reduction

effect, 176
Reid, Margaret, 1
relative prices, 11
relative satiation, 21
religion. See also specific type

completed family size determinant, 256
religious couples denomination

homogamous and heterogamous, 255
reservation price, 68

bargaining process, 69
characteristics, 68
purchase vs. nonpurchase behavior, 69
redefining goods, 70

reservation wage
value of time, 181

reservation wage rate, 146
reservation wage rates

estimated techniques, 183
resource-consumption-saving relation,

98–101
right-angled indifference curve, 21, 22
Roman Catholics

divorce cost, 289

satisfaction maximization, 25
saving(s)

components, 109
current, 109
decline vs. consumption, 99
definition, 87
investment form, 203
motives, 93

consumption time path, 94
hedging against uncertainty, 95
rearranging income stream, 94
resource transfer across time periods,

94
time preference, 94, 95

time preferences, 93
saving-consumption decision

factors, 105
saving/income ratios, 101

scale economies, 274
definition, 274
general production function, 274
marriage gains, 276

secondary child care, 224, 225
services

definition, 35
examples, 35
expenditures, 35

sex ratio
effect on marriage rate, 284

signaling hypothesis
aspects, 213, 214

single household production
expression, 265

single household time allocation
household activity and market work,

266
single-parent preferences

indifference curves, 176
single price system

example, 64
size economies, 167
slope

economic concepts, 11
indifference curve, 20

Slutsky equation, 55, 83
cross-price effect, 83
derivation, 81

smoking, 221
specific experience

examples, 207
human capital, 207
payment incentives, 208

sports and exercise, 216
SSI. See Supplemental Security Income
Stone-Geary function, 31
straight-line indifference curve, 21
substitutes, 84

and complements, 21
definition, 73

substitution effect, 52–57
current and future consumption, 119
expected inflationary rate, 117
prices vs. loan rate, 117

substitution marginal rate of
composite goods, 19

declining, 20
indifference curve, 18–21

Supplemental Security Income (SSI), 137,
173
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TANF. See Temporary Assistance for
Needy Families

Tax Reform Act of 1986, 170
technical change effects, 164–165

labor and nonlabor inputs, 165
on time allocation

in household production, 164
technological constraints

household economic organization, 5
teenage birthrates, 237, 299, 300

unemployment rate effect, 302
teenage pregnancy, 237
Temporary Assistance for Needy Families

(TANF), 46, 137, 173, 300
Third World countries

household models, 136
tied sale, 70

reservation prices, 83
time allocation

earned income tax credit, 174, 177
income tax rates, 172
married couples, 126
single men and women, 126

time and consumption allocation
life cycle, 185–191

time constraint
expression, 130

time intensities, 168–169
definition, 235

time preference, 93, 95–97
time value

accident, product liability, and divorce
benefits, 181

timing and spacing
childbearing determinant, 253

total birthrate, 237
total budget constraint, 234
total fertility rate, 236
total goods consumption

equilibrium, 147
total household budget line

DEBT, 142
definition, 140
market work portion, 143
representation, 148

total household income
single, 266

total own-wage-rate effect
market work, 155

total substitution effect
own-wage-rate, 155

total wealth
definition, 201

transaction costs, 263
transitory consumption, 109
transitory income

definition, 106
transitory phenomena, 110
transitory saving, 108

uncertainty motive
life-cycle income hypothesis, 112

unemployment and the reservation wage
involuntary, 183–185
total household budget line, 180
value of time, 179–185
voluntary, 179–183

United States
birthrates, 236
Black and White marriage rate

differences, 284
consumer demands, 35
durables, 45
employed White males

average hours and earnings, 189
female work patterns, 125
health stock investment and

maintenance, 198
higher education enrollment, 198
income, consumption, saving, and

interest payments, 86
labor markets opportunities

household home production, 136
nonmarket time allocation, 126
occupational segregation and wage

discrimination, 273
specialization, 273
variant divorce beliefs, 289

utility function, 31
couple’s preferences for children, 243
equation, 24
household preferences, 15
intertemporally additive, 122
intemporal utility function, 97
Linear Expenditure System, 31
maximizing satisfaction, 32
Stone-Geary function, 31

voluntary unemployment
opportunity time cost, 182
reservation wage rate, 180
time value, 181
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wage elasticities
women, 157

wage inequalities
college vs. high school return, 211

wage rates
behavior, 153
decrease in income, 176
elasticity

male life cycle, 190
household market and leisure time, 161
income effect, 155
individual productivity

purchased goods, 152
profile

vs. age, 187
time allocation effects, 152–159
time price reflection, 187

wealth-maximizing household, 203
welfare benefits, 300
welfare programs

policy makers, 179
White birthrate, 236

wife’s wage rate increase
effect, 246

Wilson’s marriageable male supply
argument, 302

women’s education
indirect income effect, 254

work and leisure, 125–191
budget line, 140–147, 152
cross-wage-rate effects, 161–164
division of labor, 159–161
household time allocation

public policies, 170–179
preference effects, 165–170
technical change effects, 164–165

work and work related activities
female vs. male, 126

worker productivity
vs. observable attributes, 212
signal link, 213

work incentive, 170

zero purchase solution, 67
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